Abstract-Railway service is now the major transportation means in most of the countries around the world. With the increasing population a n d expanding commercial a n d industrial activities, a high quality of railway service is the most desirable. This paper presents a n application of genetic algorithms (GA) to search for the appropriate coasting point@) and investigates the possible improvement on fitness of genes. Single a n d multiple coasting point control with simple GA a r e developed to attain the solutions a n d their corresponding train movement is examined. T h e multiple coasting point control with hierarchical genetic algorithm (HGA) is then proposed to integrate the determination of the number of coasting points.
Introduction
Modification or installation of a new signalling system to improve the service quality not only increases the capital cost, hut also affects the normal train service and hence the passengers' activity. During msh hours or imminent recovery from disturbance to service, flat-out inter-station runs are necessary. On the other hand, when time is not of the utmost importance, certain measures can be introduced to reduce the energy consumption, at the reasonable expense of the travelling time and coast control is one of the possible approaches to juggle the run time and energy consumption in an inter-station run. Nevertheless, the current practices in most metro systems is to start coasting at a fixed distance from the departed station.
The coasting points are pre-determined and therefore only optimal with respect to a nominal operational condition of train schedule, but not the current service demand which varies throughout the day. Single coasting point is common in most metro systems to achieve the regulation of train schedule since it is also the objective of this study to explore the possible ways to improve the trade-off between computation time and the quality of the solution. GA may not be able to provide the best solution in such a shon time interval, but it can present a solution any time, whose fitness is improved if more time is given for further evolution. 
Problem formulation

Essential components of GA
To solve a problem using GA, the following are essential, 
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